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Taiprora LYMPH: new lymph for your work environment

Experience, particular care for specific client needs and a continuous focus on innovation, makes our modules, developed by 
Web Engineering department, products that are structured, scalable over time, functional and Cloud oriented.

Without the need of a complete "revamping" of your work system, we introduce a new way of think and consume your 

complex data, better known as Big Data. Correct! That type of data that, until now, haven’t been managed or that were too 
distant from you, from your colleagues and from devices (smartphones and tablets) that you commonly use.

Our studies and experience have brought us to offer a complete solution that will change your mode of work. This result is 
possible thanks to the following factors:

use of latest web technologies

responsive application design

UBL APIs: Unique Business logic Layer APIs
no needs to stop your company work during installation and tests.

AngularJS, the JavaScript framework that gives to our customer a new web experience
IndexedDB, the HTML5 database which resides directly on the browser
AppCache, the capability to store application directly on the client
Responsive Web Design, the device doesn't matter, our application adapts to suite 
device's needs

Taiprora has surfed well on the web's new wave: HTML5 and CSS3 are our travel fellows that 
help us to reach some very important technologies. These are:

The latest web technologies used by Taiprora LYMPH

The union of these powerful technologies brings us to a very big chance: the capability to 
create offline web application without the need to create a specific application for each type 
of device.

SmartWeb, cross platform applications

Opera

Chrome

Firefox

Internet Explorer

Taiprora well knows the issues triggered by the choose to bring smart device near to the production environment. Which device 
use? Which operative system? Will my application be compatible with these new technology?

Taiprora’s answer to all these question is: doesn't matter. Yes, a SmartWeb application works on every type of device (iOS, 

Android, Windows) and solves the following issues:

What are SmartWeb applications?

no need to create a specific application for each type of operating system (iOS, Android, Windows): finally one application, 
one deploy and one production environment for all devices!

a SmartWeb application doesn't need to be deployed on a marketplace; it resides in your existent IT environment 
without the obligation to make a bond with the operating systems applications's marketplaces (and relative costs and rules 
that resides behind them)
one application means less locations where a problem may happen, less maintenance costs and a easier capabilities's 
improvement.
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Taiprora LYMPH: new lymph for your work environment

Taiprora LYMPH brings an important strategic layer inside your company: UBL - Unique Business logic Layer. This layer will be 
the access key to all your company data. Nowadays one of the big problem of complex company is to access rapidly to data 
that come from different sources, well known with the name of Big Data, and then mix them all togheter to get the desired 
result.

Taiprora LYMPH offers the infrastructure to put all these Big Data into a simple and standard interface that answers to 
requests from any type of device.

One more time we demonstrate that our power is to let our customers to do more in a simplier way.

UBL APIs: Unique Business logic Layer APIs
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AngularJS

ResponsiveWD

AppCache

IndexedDB

UBL APIs

BIG
DATA

One for all, a Taiprora LYMPH application can be used on every type of device offering solutions also to the 
offline/online scenario problems.
All for one, all devices (or client) will have access to the Taiprora LYMPH application with a specific response based on 
their own tipology, screen resolution and available capabilities.
Be a step forward, the solution we gave introduces all last available and tested technologies allowing our customers 
to mantain their high quality standards.
Be ready, the Unique Business logic Layer (UBL) allows to start thinking (and not just thinking) about a unification and 
consolidation of company data to simplify future internal customer requests and decrease new development (and also 
maintenance) costs.

Reasons are many, but surely the most important are:
Why our customer should choose Taiprora LYMPH?

Taiprora LYMPH offers a first-class ticket for the future of display of all corporate data, their management and aggregation, 
leading them on your phone, on your tablet and on your pc simplifying the development process and publication. A new 
lypmh for your work environment.
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